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the GPRS packet transmission duration and to fully utilize
the available resources, which is called as channel re-allocation scheme (RAS). On the other hand, the general channel
requirement of GPRS data considerably complicates DAS as
, only the GPRS calls using two
well as RAS. When
channels should be de-allocated upon voice call arrival, while
only those GPRS calls using one channel should be re-allocated
upon channel release. For general case, since the possible
, two
utilizing channels by a GPRS call vary from 1 to
natural problems arise: which GPRS call should be selected to
de-allocate a channel for a voice call connection request and
which one should be chosen to re-allocate in RAS. The channel
allocation policies corresponding to these two questions will
be described in the next section.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. TRAFFIC MODEL AND CHANNEL ALLOCATION SCHEME

HE integration of General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
[1] with the popular GSM network represents a major development toward the next generation wireless multimedia network. Due to the diverse quality-of-service (QoS) requirements
of voice and data and the motivation for efficient bandwidth utilization, the channel allocation scheme in the voice/data integrated GSM/GPRS network is one of the most crucial issues to
achieve the best system performance.
The adaptive characteristics implied by the mutli-slot capability, one of the key features of GPRS network providing a
flexible mechanism for voice/data sharing the precious radio resources, has been investigated by a few works. Lin et al.[3], [4]
employed the multi-slot service to assign channels to a GPRS
data under the condition of insufficient resources. Chen et al.[2]
recently proposed de-allocation scheme (DAS) specifically employing the multi-slot property upon voice call arrival to prevent the voice call from rejection. For the sake of analytical simplicity and tractability, the aforementioned studies assume that
only 1, 2, or 3 maximum channels are required by GPRS data
request. In this letter, we relax this assumption, i.e. generalize
the channel requirement by GPRS data as
channels.
Referring to prior studies, upon channel release, the freed
channels are left idle. We argue that these idle channels can
be re-allocated to the degraded GPRS call, terming the GPRS
channels, with the potential to reduce
data using less than

Consider a base station (BS) with channels for the voice
call and GPRS packet sharing in a homogeneous GSM/GPRS
network. We term the GPRS packet using
channels as type- GPRS call. We assume that the voice new
call, voice handoff call and GPRS packet follow the Poisson
,
and , respectively. Let
Process with the arrival rate
be the total voice call arrival rate. The call
holding time and the cell residence time of voice call are expoand
, respectively.
nentially distributed with service rate
Hence, the channel holding time of voice call is exponential dis. The service time of
tribution with the parameter
each GPRS packet with one channel is exponentially distributed
.
with mean
The state transition can be triggered by the following events:
voice call arrival, voice call normal completion, voice call
handoff, GPRS data arrival and GPRS data completion. Upon
), if the number of idle
a GPRS data arrival (denoted as
channels
,
channels are allocated to
.
,
channels are allocated to
.
If
,
is blocked.
Otherwise, i.e.,
For a voice call arrival (denoted as
), if
,
. If
, DAS is
one channel is assigned to
extended for general case. We adopt the following method:
type- GPRS call can be degraded if and only if typehave been already degraded to
be the number of type- GPRS call at time
type-1. Let
. Denote
as the first nonzero value in the ordered
sequence
. The nonexistence of
implies that no GPRS call exists or all GPRS calls are type-1.
and
exists, we de-allocate a channel
Hence, if
GPRS call and then assign this channel to
from a type-

Abstract—Previous work studying the channel allocation
schemes in GSM/GPRS network commonly assume that one
or two channels are required by a GPRS data for the sake of
analytical simplicity. In this letter, we remove the assumption and
channels).
generalize the GPRS data channel requirement (
Additionally, we propose a channel re-allocation scheme (RAS),
executed upon the channel release, by re-allocating the idle
channels to the GPRS data which is currently using less than
channels. The example findings show that RAS can significantly
decrease the voice call blocking probability and GPRS packet
transmission time with slight channel utilization increase and
negligible expense on GPRS packet blocking probability. Small
(e.g.
= 2) will underestimate the performance achievements of
the prior channel allocation scheme as well as RAS.
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, and the typeGPRS call becomes type.
and
does not exist,
is blocked.
Next, we describe the RAS. Upon the channel release, if there
are degraded GPRS calls, the released channel will be re-allocated to upgrade such calls. We adopt the worst degraded first
upgrading policy, i.e., type- GPRS call can be upgraded if and
have been already upgraded.
only if typeIn upgrading a specific type- GPRS call, it will attempt to upgrade to type- if sufficient channels are available. Otherwise,
the type- GPRS call will expand to the possible type by using
up the idle channels. If there are remaining channels after all
type- GPRS calls have been successfully upgraded to type- ,
will attempt to upgrade to type- , this process
the typewill be repeated till the released channels are used up for re-allocation or all degraded GPRS calls are fully upgraded to type- .
If
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can be fully
The inequality shows that the type-1 to typeupgraded to type- , and the type- can be partially upgraded
to type- under the condition of channel availability. In the
special case
, showing that all the degraded GPRS calls in service can be fully upgraded to typeGPRS call, we designate
. Non-existence of
in the
set
suggests that there is no GPRS call or all GPRS calls are
type- after the type- GPRS call completion.
The transition rate is given by (3) at the bottom of
the page, where the component in the destination state
due to a type- GPRS
call completion is expressed as follows.
:
1)

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
with repLet the BS state denote as
resenting the number of voice call in service,
the number of type- ongoing GPRS call. The
state space of BS, , is defined as

(1)
standing for the maximum integer less than or equal
with
be the transition rate from
to . Let
to the destination
the current legal state
. If
or
, then
legal state
. In state , denote
as the number of free channels in the BS. Define the indicator
function
equal to 1 when the event is true, zero otherwise.
denote the first nonzero value in the ordered sequence
Let
. Let denote the first nonzero value in the
. If does not exist, then all GPRS
sequence
calls (if available) are type-1. If does not exist, then all GPRS
calls (if available) are type- .
Upon a type- GPRS call completion, the number of typeGPRS data becomes
and
free channels are available to upgrade the degraded GPRS
satisfying
call. Denote the index
(2)

other index in the set
where

is the maximum number of type- GPRS data that can be upgraded.
represents
the number of channels to upgrade one type- GPRS call to
.
type2)
:

From this, the generator matrix governing the evolution of
the multidimensional Markov chain, can be easily obtained. The
. Let
steady-state probability of the state is denoted as
be the stationary state probability vector of the system and be
ordered in the lexicographic order based on the state . Then,
is the solution of linear equation
and
with
representing the column vector with all ones.
The voice handoff call arrival rate is described as
(4)
Note that since the voice handoff call arrival rate and steady state
probability is mutually related, an iterative algorithm should be
used.

(3)
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We choose the following set of parameters:
,
,
,
,
calls/s.
Fig. 1 shows the performance metrics in terms of GPRS packet
arrival rate. It is evident that RAS can substantially decrease
and . This is because, when using RAS, more channels are accessible for GPRS packet, leading to the great reduction in the
GPRS packet transmission time. As a consequence, in a fixed
interval, more GPRS packet can complete the service and more
channels are available for voice call connection, which results in
and . In addition, there is a slight increase in the
smaller
channel utilization when using RAS due to the tendency of RAS
to fully utilize all idle channels. We can observe that the penalty
is negligible. From the perspective of GPRS data reon
becomes
quest, RAS reduces its available channels. Hence,
larger with the involvement of RAS. However, the substantially
reduced GPRS packet transmission time, leading to more available channels for GPRS packet access, compensates such deterioration and makes this issue insignificant. Furthermore, better
and such benefit
performance can be achieved with larger
becomes more apparent with burstier GPRS packet. Hence, the
commonly used assumption, i.e. two channels requirement by a
GPRS data, underestimates the actual achievement of DAS as
well as RAS.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we generalize the channel requirement of GPRS
data and propose the channel RAS in GSM/GPRS network
with the emphasis on employing the adaptive characteristics
implied by multi-slot capability. The result shows that RAS
can considerably reduce the voice packet blocking probability
and GPRS packet transmission time with negligible expense on
GPRS packet blocking probability. Moreover, the assumption
for two channels requirement of GPRS data underestimates the
performance of DAS as well as RAS.

Fig. 1. Performance metrics in terms of the GPRS packet arrival rate.

Denote
,
, , as the voice call blocking probability,
GPRS packet blocking probability, average GPRS packet transmission time and channel utilization, respectively.
(5)
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